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The Rescuers: 

“Leave No Man Behind” 
 

A belated tribute to those who stood in 

harm’s way while rescuing downed 

American airmen. One dramatic story: 

By Robert Franklin – robertwfranklin@comcast.net 

On December 27th, 1969, two Marine Corps 

pilots took off in a TA-4 Skyhawk from Da 

Nang Air Base, South Vietnam on a combat 

mission in Laos. While in a ninety-degree bank 

and at a speed of over 420 knots their aircraft 

was hit by heavy enemy anti-aircraft fire. The 

Marines were forced to eject over one the most 

dangerous and heavily defended areas of the 

Ho Chi Mihn trail. 
 

“Playboy” TA-4 Skyhawk 

During the next 23 hours a dramatic rescue 

attempt would begin involving hundreds of men 

and dozens of aircraft. If they were not picked 

up soon, they would surely perish at the hands 

of enemy soldiers. Because of the 

extraordinary planning, skill and bravery of 

those who took part, the rescue was a 

success. This is the story of that rescue. 

1969-70 The Air War Moves South 

In late 1969, the Vietnam war was dragging on. 

President Richard Nixon and his Secretary of 

State, Henry Kissinger, were looking for a 

means of winding down and ending the war. 

Peace talks were going on in Paris and a full 

bombing lull was called in North Vietnam to 

encourage the parties to negotiate. But the 

North Vietnamese took secret advantage of 

this “lull” to move a large number of anti-aircraft 

weapons out the north to position them along 

their vital supply route, known as the Ho Chi 

Mihn Trail. Thus, in 1969-70 the air war moved 

out of North Vietnam to the “Trail”. 

The trail was an elaborate system of hidden 

mountain roads, trails, tunnels, and river fords 

used to infiltrate troops and war supplies into 

South Vietnam via Laos and Cambodia. Every 

night tons of material, weapons, guns, rockets 

would move southward in a never-ending flow. 

By late 1969 the trail could accommodate 

heavy trucks in some sections supplying the 

needs of several hundred thousand regular 

North Vietnamese Army (NVA) troops active in 

South Vietnam. 

A major effort by the US was interdicting the 

supply line that fueled the war. Military air 

bases in South Vietnam and Thailand launched 

hundreds of daily missions trying to slow down 

the supply movement that was critical to the 

NVA war strategy. 

The “Playboys” 

Marine Corps Major Rick Lewis and 1st Lt Paul 

Phillips were based in Da Nang, Vietnam flying 
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with the “Playboys”, an all-volunteer, ‘fast- 

mover’ attack and FAC-A (Forward Air 

Control - Airborne) squadron. The Playboys of 

H&MS-11 were considered by many to be one 

of the most successful air operations of the 

war. They specialized in working the “Steel 

Tiger” area in eastern Laos that extended for 

several hundred miles north and south of the 

DMZ along the western border of Vietnam. 

This area was a heavily defended ‘choke 

point’ along the Ho Chi Mihn trail 

Flying the two-seat Douglas TA-4F Skyhawk, 

they would operate either alone or with 

fighter aircraft interdicting enemy supply 

routes. Often times this would be Marine 

Corps F-4 Phantoms to locate and destroy 

enemy truck parks, fuel and supply areas, 

AAA gun batteries, mortar and rocket 

positions. They might also provide 

communications links between strike aircraft 

and ground troops. 

Col Larry Wood, a Marine Pilot, callsign 
“Nickel”, describes what it was like flying with 
the Playboys: 

 
“We specialized in working the Steel Tiger area 
of operation where each Playboy had his own 
area. We had two map books in the airplane. 
The guy in front had a 1/100 tactical map and 
the guy in back a 1/50 - just like the grunts 
used. There were points on the map labeled 
delta 11, 12, 38, etc. They coincided with easily 
recognizable terrain features like the bicycle 
seat - a bend in the river that looked like a 
bicycle seat. Delta 11 and was on highway 9 
which went from Dong Ha to Khe Sahn to 
Tchepone in Laos - now labeled Xepon on the 
map (pronounced ‘Shapone’). Military 
squadrons such as Hillsboro, Misty, Nail, Wolf 
etc. all used the same points. Delta 38 was a 
karst 20 miles north of the bicycle seat” 

“The Skyhawks front seat pilot flew and 
navigated mostly by memory - there was a 
TACAN (navigation aid) in Laos on a mountain 
but at low altitude it wasn’t much good so each 

one of the Playboys needed to know his area 
by memory” 

 
“Hillsboro was the 24-hour Airborne Command 
and Control Center (ABCCC) flying a four 
engine C-130 Hercules. They kept track of 
who was in the area. They provided attack 
aircraft when requested and were tasked to 
know where everyone was. The Playboys flew 
there often, knew the terrain and what the NVA 
movements were. A new Playboy on the first 
few flights might get excited to find a big truck 
park along highway 9 only to realize that all the 
trucks were dead” 

 

The “Steel Tiger” area in blue 

 
“Playboys did not fly night missions per se but 
they sometimes extended past twilight into 
night. Flying around in the dark with your lights 
off over Laos could be more than exciting as 
well as dangerous. Marine A-6 Intruders were 
out there making night attacks using new 
doppler radar. Out in the Steel Tiger were 
numerous other Air Force units such as “Blind 
Bat”, a C-130 Flare ship; “Spooky” a C-47 or C- 
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130 Gunship: “Misty” an F-100 fast FAC; and 
“Nail” an OV-10 FAC – all racing around in the 
dark” 

 
“The last Playboy flight of the day would carry 
a flare pod on the center line rack. If you 
thought something was down there, you could 
light it up with flares. Remember, ground gets 
dark but airplanes, especially with nice shiny 
white paint on the bottom, show up pretty 
good” 

 
“We were escorted on some flights, frequently 
flying double cycles involving a trip to the 
tanker. The single cycle flights (dawn and 
dusk) were not escorted. VMFA-542, a Marine 
F-4 squadron was based in Da Nang - so we 
briefed and planned together. Several 542 
pilots flew with the Playboys as well” 

 
“The normal ordnance load was 5” Zuni WP 
rockets (white Phosphorus smoke) and Zuni 
HE rockets (High Explosive) and sometimes 
flares. The escorts carried 500lb bombs, 
Rockeye and/or CBU specialized ordnance. 
During one month our eight airplanes took 
more hits than some helo squadrons. Being a 
Playboy was not always that much fun. One 
pilot had a small arms round come through the 
right side of the front seat canopy and exit out 
the left side canopy in the rear seat. Yippee!” 

 
“Finding guns was easier at night unless you 
were the target- then you were busy jinking. 
The poor guy in the back seat couldn’t see 
much because the airplane was maneuvering 
rather erratically - on purpose” 

 
“We didn’t carry bombs - the idea was to keep 
your speed up (at least 400 knots) and keep 
moving in a random pattern to prevent grunt 
gunner tracking. I’m not sure how well that all 
worked. They knew you were following a road 
somewhat and would barrage fire small arms 
to see if they could get lucky. If someone was 
on the ground (I.e., Paul and Rick) or attacking 
a target, then the big boys would shoot aimed 
fire. They also knew if the attack aircraft were 
ammo minus then they’d shoot at them coming 

off target. It amazed me to see an aircraft 
come off target and fly straight ahead without 
jinking after dropping their last ordnance. 
That’s how another F-4 got hit during Rick and 
Pauls’ rescue” 

 
Into the jaws of the “Steel Tiger” 

Major Lewis and Lt. Phillips briefed their 

Playboy flight at 1500L in the H&MS ready 

room. The FRAG (operation order) showed 

mission number 825 for a VR – Visual 

Reconnaissance. “Playboy 16” was the 

callsign to be used on their flight. Scheduled 

takeoff was 1645-1700 local with a planned 

recovery at 1830. Official sunset was 1824. 

At a latitude of 16 degrees north there is very 

little twilight time. 

Their planned reconnaissance starting point 

was just south of Xepon, a dangerous choke 

point heavily guarded with every multiple 

caliber AAA gun in the NVA inventory. 

AAA – (Not the Friendly Auto Assn.) 

By 1969 NVA weapon movement to the trail 

was peaking. Highly maneuverable rapid- 

firing AAA (Anti-Aircraft Artillery) guns such 

as the 12.7mm and 14.5mm ZPUs were 

raising havoc. All of them were deadly but 

perhaps the most lethal were the 37mm and 

23mm guns. 

 
North Vietnam acquired more than 2,000 
37mm guns from the Soviet Union and another 
300 to 500 of a Chinese variant. The 37mm 
was fired over an open gun sight. A manual 
range predictor determined the target range 
and altitude and when to open fire. An entire 
six-gun battery would mass its fire against an 
aircraft. It fired 180 rpm for short bursts and 
had a sustained rate of fire of 80 rpm. 
Maximum horizontal range was 8,000 meters 
but could reach a target at an altitude of 19,000 
feet. The 37mm gun was deadly to any aircraft 
interdicting the trail. 
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An NVA AAA gun crew 

 

The equally deadly 23mm gun consisted of two 

23mm cannons on a twin-wheel carriage. A 

single gunner aimed at the target over an open 

sight. A loader fed the weapon from 50-round 

belts to produce a sustained rate of fire of 200 

rpm. It had a maximum rate of 1,000 rpm per 

barrel, but few engagements lasted more than 

15 seconds. Target altitudes ranged from 

16,000 and 1,500 feet, respectively. A four-gun 

battery operated by patient gunners would wait 

to open fire at a range of about 1,000 meters. 

It was at this range that Playboy 16 was 

tragically hit. 

The “Nail” Forward Air Controllers 
 

Besides Playboy, other FACs patrolled the 

Steel Tiger, notably the “Nails”. They were part 

of the 23rd TASS (Tactical Air Support 

Squadron), based in Nakhon Phanom (NKP) 

Thailand, located on the eastern border of 

Thailand. Early on, Nail FACs flew single 

engine Cessna O-1 and 0-2 “Bird Dogs”. Slow 

and vulnerable, but by late 1969 they were 

being replaced by the North American 

Rockwell OV-10A “Bronco”. An armor-plated 

aircraft initially developed by the Marine Corps 

as a “light armed reconnaissance aircraft”. The 

faster twin-engine turboprop Bronco was a 

godsend for the Nails. 

Not only did they direct airstrikes on enemy 

supply activity, they were a critical and 

indispensable element in the rescue of downed 

airmen. When a rescue encountered enemy 

fire, Nail FACs were often called in to identify 

and direct airstrikes to suppress them. They 

were trained and experienced to do this and no 

team did this better than Nail. For 23 hours 

they would play a critical role for Playboy 16. 

Two hours before Playboy 16 launched from 

Da Nang, Air Force Captain Herb Pounds, Nail 

45, launched from his base at NKP. His 

destination was the Steel Tiger sector which 

included Xepon. 

Another Nail FAC, Captain Ron Russell, Nail 

37, was also planning a launch that evening to 

work the Steel Tiger area. Ron had been a 

“Sector FAC” since June of ’69. His area of 

expertise was the Mu Gia pass area, a very hot 

choke point on the trail which he knew very 

well. But on this night Russell would be 

diverted to assist with a rescue. 

Pounds had been working his sector for 

several hours when Playboy 16 checked into 

the area. Pounds reported to Hillsborough that 

he had a new target just south of Xepon. 

Hillsboro then directed Playboy to join him for a 

coordinated attack. 

Shortly after their join up, Pounds cleared 
Playboy in “hot” on the specific target. Almost 
immediately an enemy 23mm AAA battery 
opened up and hit the Skyhawk rendering it 
uncontrollable, forcing the crew to eject. Major 
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Rick Lewis’ describes getting hit: 
 

“We were coming down part of the road called 
"the Banana". We normally tried to keep our 
speed at about 420 knots. We were hit while in 
about a 90-degree bank. The airplane was 
going pretty fast. I tried to move the controls 
but they were frozen. I gave a brief radio 
transmission and then quickly said ejecting! 
Paul asked me to wait because his feet weren't 
on the rudder pedals - but it was too late. I 
could hear Paul yell when his chute opened - 
his knee was pulled out of the socket and the 
other wasn't much better” 

 
Captain Pounds remembers: 

“I saw Playboy 16 get hit and both pilots eject. I 
followed the parachutes to the ground. It was 
dusk and the ground was pretty barren 
because of constant bombing” 

 

Before the next day was over, Pounds would 

play a crucial role in the rescue of not just two, 

but four Marine pilots. 

 
Hillsboro got Nail 45 and Playboy 16’s ejection 
alert and immediately passed SAR (Search 
and Rescue) control to “King”, an HC- 
130H aircraft also based in Nakhon Phanom. 
King began operating as the Search and 
Rescue command ship. The HC-130H was a 
specially modified four-engine turboprop 
equipped with both a command/control center 
and aerial refueling capability. As an airborne 
tanker it could refuel aircraft participating in a 
rescue, mainly the HH-3 and HH-53 “Jolly 
Green Giant” rescue helicopters. 

 
Since Nail 45 was on-scene, Captain Pounds 
took control of the rescue until the arrival of 
“Sandy 5”, an A1 Skyraider - an aircraft 
assigned to the 602nd Special Operations 
Squadron of the 56th Special Operations Wing 
assigned to Nakhon Phanom. 

 

Following protocol, the downed airmen would 
be given new designations. Major Lewis’ would 

be “Playboy 16 Alpha”: Lt. Phillips - “Playboy 
16 Bravo” 

 
Captain Pounds: 

 

“I talked to one or both of the survivors’ and 
remember telling them to get off their 
emergency radios and to get away from their 
parachutes and to hide as best they could. 
Playboy Alpha told me that there were not 
many good hiding spots because there were 
not many trees. He was much calmer than I 
would have been had the situation been 
reversed. I remember that Bravo was hurt” 

 

After dusk, Nail 45 and Sandy 5 began to 
intentionally draw enemy fire to pinpoint and 
record gun locations to be mapped for the 
morning SAR. Both pilots planned to be the 
first on-station in the morning. 

 

Capt Pounds: 
 

“I stayed on site much longer than normal after 
dark near Xepon just to try to comfort them. I 
was getting “hosed down” more than normal 
because I was maintaining a lower altitude. I 
think they were firing the 14.5mm and/or 
12.7mm - very rapid fire. I assured them that 
we would be back to get them out at first light, 
then I headed back to NKP because of low 
fuel” 

 

Before leaving, Nail 45 passed control to Nail 
37, Captain Russell, who had been diverted to 
the area by “King”. The survivors were hiding 
on the west bank of the Se’ Bang Hieng River 
that ran through Xepon. Russell was flying 
beneath a thin overcast under a bright moon 
that illuminated the terrain below. He could see 
that the NVA had encircled the survivors’ 
positions by the number of surrounding 
campfires. The moon showed the river as a 
300-meter-wide twisting black road. 
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Captain Russell: 
 

“Because of the campfires, it was clear to me 
the NVA were turning the survivors into a flak 
trap. I called “King”, the SAR ABCCC, on 
secure frequency and asked for a night 
extraction. I knew I could guide a Jolly up the 
river from the south, right to the survivors. The 
chance of ground fire, of course, was there, 
although I had seen none; but a blacked out, 
low flying helicopter might have been heard, 
but not seen, especially with me mixing in my 
prop sounds” 

 

King denied Russell’s request as “too risky” – 
most likely because the survivors were 
separated and one of them injured. 

 

“I told King about the probable flak trap and 
that the SAR would be much more difficult the 
next morning, when they planned the daylight 
extraction. The Nail who relieved me was 
delayed for maintenance, so I was very low on 
fuel when I finally could leave the survivors. I 
briefed the next Nail on everything I had seen 
and proposed, then left the SAR patrol to him. I 
returned to NKP about midnight” 

 

A War Stops - A Rescue Begins 
 
During the Vietnam war when an aircrewman 
was shot down by enemy fire, the air order of 
battle shifted – the war effectively stopped as it 
became urgent to act. All efforts were then 
directed to getting the crew safely out of harm’s 
way. The NVA had no facilities to care for 
prisoners and as a result only a handful ever 
made it to a prison in Hanoi. Over 500 MIAs 
were reported lost in Laos - most would die or 
be executed. 

 

 
HC-130H refueling ‘Jolly Green’ rescue helicopters 

 

King could order any assets needed to affect a 
rescue. Sandy 5, was the first Skyraider 
directed to the rescue site. Along with Nail 45 
they established communication with the 
downed airmen and began evaluating the area 
for hostile forces, especially AA guns. Other 
Sandys would be later be ordered to escort 
and protect the helicopters. 
That morning two HH-3 rescue helicopters 
were ordered and launched from NKP. The 
SAR commander also began ordering strike 
aircraft to suppress enemy guns and ground 
forces. 

 
“Jolly Green Giants” and “Spads” begin to 

stir 

King also began alerting units of the 37th ARRS 

(Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service); 

The 23rd TASS (Tactical Air Support Squadron) 

in NKP and the 40th ARRS in Udorn, Thailand. 

Miles to the west at the Udorn Royal Thailand 

Air Force base, Mike Kinsinger was co-pilot of 

an HH-53 “Super Jolly Green Giant” of the 40th 

ARRS. Mike and his crew got word that they 

had an early morning ‘first light’ briefing for a 

potential SAR operation in Laos. 

 
During the night Nail attempted to direct the 
‘Alpha’ survivor to join ‘Bravo’s position. Rick 
attempted to crawl toward Paul, several 
hundred meters away but fell into an 
unoccupied AAA gun pit in the dark and 
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decided that was a bad idea. Paul laid suffering 
in excruciating pain. He had no pain killer or 
morphine and could not crawl let alone walk. 
He spent the night on his back holding his 
9mm pistol cocked and resting on his chest – 
determined to be moved only by friendly forces 
or not at all. 

 
The night of the 27th as told to Col. Wood: 

 

“The story of Rick crawling through the 
darkness to get to Paul was related to me (and 
the rest of the Playboys) when he got back 
from Thailand after their rescue. He said he 
tried to crawl to Paul in the dark but fell into an 
unoccupied AAA pit and decided that was a 
bad idea. When he got to Paul the next 
morning, he found Paul laying on his back with 
his 9mm on his chest. Rick said he'd have 
probably shot me if I came upon him in the 
dark. 
In the morning, he did go get Paul's chute and 
staked it out on the ground, and the two stayed 
on it so the Sandys could see them. He said 
there was a Nail FAC overhead them all night. 
When the first Sandy got there, he asked the 
Nail if he'd seen any flak that night - Nail said 
no. Rick said that the gunners had been 
shooting at him all night but just didn't get the 
correct lead on him so the rounds were behind 
Nail. Flying a small spotter plane in Laos was 
even crazier than being a Misty or a Playboy” 

 
A “Spad” called “Sandy” 

 
Nail 45 and Sandy 5 returned to the site at first 
light. Sandy was now designated “Sandy One” 
as the on-scene commander. Together they 
began to run airstrikes on the AA artillery 
positions they’d mapped overnight. 

 

In almost all Search and Rescues in southeast 
Asia, the most significant players were often 
the A-1 Skyraiders, affectionately known as 
“Spads”. They are best remembered for 
their on-scene control of SAR missions. 
Operating under the call sign “Sandy”, the 
prop-driven Spad’s ability to fly over downed 
Airman for an extended period complemented 

its massive firepower. Whereas jet aircraft 
often had to leave an area for refueling or 
rearming, the Sandies provided nearly 
continuous suppressing fire until helicopters 
could extract downed Airmen. They carried 
four 20mm cannons and a wide assortment of 
bombs, rockets, mines, grenades, flares and 
gun pods. Among this arsenal were two kinds 
of Cluster Bomb Units (CBUs). One contained 
white phosphorus smoke, the other carried 
incapacitating CS gas. Both could be used in 
the final ‘pick up’ stages of a rescue. 

 

The venerable A-1 Skyraider 

 

On December 28th, Major Robert Bohan, Sandy 
One, was concerned with many things 
including the location of Rick and Paul in 
relation to surrounding terrain and landmarks. 
He had to begin identifying, locating and 
eliminating the mind-boggling number of AA 
guns in the area. Sandy carried sufficient 
armament to handle some of the enemy 
himself but his real muscle was directing attack 
aircraft to destroy the major threats with very 
decisive munitions 

 
Sandy needed to keep track of enemy ground 
forces moving toward the survivors. He had to 
control all resources, strike aircraft, escort 
aircraft and the helicopters. The most important 
decision would be when to order the 
helicopters in for the actual pickup. 

https://theaviationgeekclub.com/this-cool-photo-features-the-impressive-ordnance-load-carried-by-an-a-1-skyraider-during-a-sandy-mission/
https://theaviationgeekclub.com/first-csar-missions-story-1-skyraider-became-known-sandy/
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Col. Wood remembers that morning: 
 
“I flew a Playboy sortie escorted by 2 F-4's 
from VMFA 542 the morning after Playboy 16 
was shot down. When we got there, we 
reported in to Sandy One - he told us that he 
had 12 strike aircraft overhead and that we 
could proceed on our scheduled mission. We 
went up further north in Laos toward D-38, 
where every grunt gunner in Laos was 
shooting. They were obviously trying to add 
more people at the rescue scene to make 
things more complicated” 

 
“Here There Be Dragons” 

Co-pilot Kinsinger describes the morning SAR 

briefing: 

“The ‘first light’ rescue attempt never happened 

as the area had too many AA guns that needed 

to be silenced. We assembled for a standard 

briefing about radio frequencies, call signs, etc. 

They gave us maps that showed the suspected 

gun positions based on info from the Sandy 

pilots. I wondered at the time what the hell we 

were supposed to do with that information. I 

still remember that I thought they should have 

just drawn a red circle around the area with the 

words "Here There Be Dragons"…It would 

done us just as much good. If the map was 

accurate, we all knew we had no chance for a 

rescue without a lot of bombing of the area. 

Turns out the map was a gross underestimate 

on the guns”. 

 

 
“Here there be dragons” – the enemy gun map 

 
 
 

Captain Mike Kinsinger of “Jolly 76” 

We got our gear and loaded up. I was flying 

with Captain Gary Sanderson on Jolly 76. His 

nickname was "Sandy", by which we all called 

him. I had to remember to call him Gary so as 

not to confuse things when it got hectic in the 

rescue. He was an excellent pilot, which 

showed in this rescue.” Captain Sanderson has 

since passed away. 

“After taking off we flew straight to the orbit 

area and didn't land at NKP. I believe that 

another flight later landed as more back up. 

We were not the primary on this mission. The 

primary helicopters were the HH-3's of the 37th 

ARRS based at NKP” 

“A Sandy met us and put us into a holding orbit 

in a safe area and for the next 5-6 hours we 

bored holes in the sky in a large oval and were 
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bored in another sense of the word. We did 

listen to the radios but really couldn't quite 

figure out what was happening. The one thing 

we did figure out was that a lot of devastation 

was being rained down on the bad guys. I 

know that we refueled at least once from the 

HC-130P that was our tanker and flying 

command post. Also, Gary and I took turns 

getting out of our seat to walk around the back. 

That really helped” 

After Sandy One was able to get Major Lewis 

together with his injured partner, they both then 

began identifying the immediate gun threats. 

Major Lewis acted as a ground Forward Air 

Controller, a skill in which many Marine 

aviators receive training. 

Obscuring Weather 

Visibility at the rescue site complicated 

everything. At daylight Nail 45 and Sandy One 

were flying in and out of the clouds at very low 

altitudes while both attempted to provoke 

enemy AAA fire to pinpoint enemy gun 

positions. It worked because the dawn sky 

was ablaze with tracers. By the afternoon there 

was an overcast estimated at 1000 feet above 

ground level. That, coupled with terrain, 

restricted access to a corridor along a narrow 

river valley from the south. “King” directed an 

Air Force RF-4 to rendezvous with all strike 

aircraft and lead them into the area following 

the river. Once the RF-4 had the strike aircraft 

in the SAR area and confirmed visual contact 

with the survivor’s location, he would light 

afterburners blasting straight up through the 

overcast. 

Because of the initial intense AAA fire, the on- 

scene Sandy needed to orbit in the lower part 

of the overcast to avoid being tracked by the 

enemy. He would pop down periodically to 

mark a gun target with WP smoke then pop 

back up into the clouds. 

The intelligence report indicated that a NVA 

HQ Battalion of AAA guns was in the 1000- 

meter grid square that the survivors 

unfortunately landed in. The gun map given to 

Captain Kinsinger indicated the survivors were 

surrounded by at least three 23mm AA guns 

and ten 37mm AA guns. 

Major Lewis would identify the position of the 

closest guns which Sandy or Nail would mark 

with white phosphorus rockets, then call in 

strike aircraft to attack the position. This 

teamwork went on for several hours as the 

most threatening were methodically dispatched 

by airstrikes. 

Baiting the Trap 

It was apparent that the North Vietnamese 

planned to use the downed airmen as ‘bait’ to 

shoot down additional rescue aircraft. As Nail 

37 reported, the NVA moved more men and 

guns into the area to reinforce the expected 

battle over the survivors. At least a dozen or 

more enemy soldiers moved in near Rick and 

Paul, whose parachute was plainly visible to 

the enemy. They could have immediately killed 

or captured them but instead would wait, using 

them as bait. This strategy was used regularly 

on rescue missions. Enemy soldiers dug 

“spider holes” close to the parachute. They 

would then hide themselves with their 

automatic weapons waiting for the ambush. 

Colonel Wood: 

Sandy, Nail and Rick ran a helluva Air War that 
day - they were not very far south of Xepon in 
the valley. There were three flights of Sandys 
overhead all day. The first crew came back as 
the third and were there when they got picked 
up. The FAC Bulletin the morning after they 
were shot down said there was a Headquarters 
Battalion of NVA AAA located in the same 
1000m grid square that Rick and Paul were in. 
The number of guns taken out by air that day 
was amazing” 

 
“During the morning SAR operation “Lovebug 
206”, an F-4 from VMFA-122, Chu Lai, was 
diverted to the area. He was a new pilot on one 
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of his early missions in country. They rolled in 
and gave the gunners seven seconds of 
tracking time and were hit on their first pass by 
a 37mm gun. Sandy One told them to turn to 
heading 210 and eject - they were on the 
ground very briefly – luckily, they had ejected 
in the center of the Jolly Green Holding 
area. Jinking does work” 

 

Nail 45 temporarily left the scene of the 
Playboy 16 rescue to follow the stricken 
Phantom, Lovebug 206, to their ejection 
location. Pounds took command of that scene 
by providing direction and cover for Captain 
Leonard Fialko, C/P Joe Nall and their Jolly 
Green crew. After Fialko’s crew picked up the 
two Phantom pilots, Nail 45 returned to the 
rescue scene at Xepon. 

 
 

“Damn Gary, that’s us!” 

At one point during the morning attempt, Sandy 

felt it was safe to call in an HH-3 Jolly Green 

helicopter from the 37th ARRS to attempt the 

extraction. When the Jolly approached, dug-in 

soldiers popped up raking the Helicopter with 

automatic weapon fire. The attempt was 

aborted but it also disclosed the extent of the 

enemy NVA surrounding the survivors. 

More work needed to be done to deal with the 

dug-in enemy - Sandy wanted the bigger, 

heavier HH-53 “Super Jolly” that carried more 

protective armor. 

Captain Kinsinger: 

“We heard Sandy One call for the first HH-3 to 

start the run in for the pickup. But they 

apparently ran into trouble and had to abort the 

attempt. As we waited for the second HH-3 to 

go, we got a very surprising call. Sandy said 

"OK Jolly 76 you can start down and I'll meet 

you for the ingress. I do remember telling Gary 

"Damn, Gary that's us" and we were on our 

way. I guess that they wanted us because the 

BUFF was bigger, faster, and more heavily 

armored than the HH-3” 

The Phantom Menace 

The Marine Corps’ main airbase was in Chu 

Lai, Vietnam, about 50 miles south of Da Nang. 

The joint-use facility had two long concrete 

runways, covered revetments, hangars, etc. It 

was the Marines’ primary fighter and attack 

airbase supporting three squadrons of seventy- 

plus F-4 Phantoms. 

The F-4 Phantom, built by McDonnell-Douglas, 

was a two-place, twin-engine, all-weather 

fighter/attack aircraft with a top speed of more 

than twice the speed of sound. It was arguably 

one of the most versatile fighters ever put into 

service. More than 5,000 were built. It served 

more Western air forces than any other jet. 

After its first flight, the F-4 was America’s 

fastest, highest flying and longest range “Top 

Gun” fighter. 

At one pm on the 28th, the SAR commander 

ordered F-4B Phantoms loaded with special 

non-fragmentating ordnance. “The Black 

Knights” of VMFA-314 had two Phantoms 

already loaded with that ordnance waiting in 

the squadron revetments. 

Operations Officer Major Bob Johnson, callsign 

“Fox”, responded to the SAR request. He was 

an exceptionally experienced aviator on his 

second combat tour and would fly as leader of 

this special mission. He assigned Lt Bob 

Franklin to fly as his wingman. Franklin was, by 

now, a section leader having flown more than 

100 combat missions. But on this flight he 

would operate as Fox’s wingman. 

Johnson knew from the non-fragmentating 

ordnance request that his flight would be 

attacking in close proximity to friendlies. They 

would be armed with Napalm and 20mm 

cannon. Friendlies were rarely on the ground in 

Laos with the exception of downed airmen or 

small recon teams. 

Modern-day aircraft use precision guidance 

such as laser, GPS and other smart technology 
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to deliver ordinance from 15,000’ and above – 

eliminating much of the AAA hazard. 

During Vietnam, ordnance was delivered 

primarily by visual means. Phantoms have a 

gunsight with an adjustable mil ring. It is set for 

the type of ordnance based on delivery speed; 

dive angle and release altitude. The pilot could 

compensate for small errors in speed and 

angle by releasing early or late and/or 

adjusting the tracking flightpath. In other words, 

bombing accuracy was a visual skill acquired 

by extensive training. 

During 13-month combat tour Marine aviators 

generally flew more missions than other 

services. In the Phantom, the teamwork 

provided by the backseat RIO was key to 

accurate bombing. The pilot concentrated on 

tracking while the RIO called deviation from 

speed; angle and gave a countdown to release 

altitude. It made the Phantom an accurate and 

deadly delivery platform. 

Major Johnson’s Phantom would carry Napalm 

and a Hughes MK4 20mm gun while Lt 

Franklin’s aircraft would carry ‘wall-to-wall’ 

napalm. 
 

VMFA-314 “Black Knight” F-4 Phantom 

While Fox flight launched from Chu Lai and 

headed to Laos, Major Lewis continued to work 

with Sandy and Nail calling in airstrikes to 

targets that posed the greatest threat to the 

rescue. They could not eliminate all of them, 

but would neutralize the ones along the 

dangerous ingress route the rescue helicopters 

would be using. 

The show-stoppers had now become the NVA 

waiting in the spider holes surrounding the 

survivors’ vulnerable position. Rick had been 

able to stake down Paul’s chute to clearly 

identify their own position – but the NVA were 

there too, dug in, ready for the ambush. 

When Johnsons’ flight arrived in the holding 

area, they did not need to wait long to be called 

in. They joined up with the RF-4 

reconnaissance bird who asked Fox how fast 

he wanted to go in. 

Lt Franklin remembers: 

“Fox” told the RF-4 driver that we’ll ingress at 

“five hundred plus”. The Phantom had been 

recently speed-restricted to 400 knots when 

carrying Napalm due to the weapons tendency 

to roll up over the wing with any negative g’s. 

Fox wanted to minimize our exposure to AAA. 

We followed the RF-4 in tight formation 

because of the weather. I was locked onto 

lead’s right wing and when we got into the area 

things happened fast. The RF-4 had us quickly 

confirm we had the survivor’s parachute in 

sight - we both acknowledged. He then popped 

out of sight. Sandy told us to split up as we 

would be making individual runs close to the 

parachute and he needed to evaluate our roll- 

in line and our hits after each run. We kept our 

speed up – I remember needing more than 60 

degrees bank to stay in a small circular pattern 

to keep the chute in sight. Besides the cloudy 

overcast there was a tremendous amount of 

smoke and fire from the previous attacks on 

the guns. Sandy did not need to mark the 

target for us as it was apparent that the area 

around the parachute was where we needed to 

deliver the goods. I remember not thinking 

about the ground fire, which we were aware of, 

but instead missing the target or worse, hitting 

the survivors. Sandy instructed the survivors to 
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roll up in the parachute as the area was going 

to get very hot. On Sandy’s command we 

commenced our runs from several directions to 

cover the areas around the chute. Sandy would 

drop out of the clouds - watch our roll in and 

lineup, then at the last second clear us hot. We 

would alternately turn, roll-in, aim, release, pull 

up hard while jinking. I know I pressed the 

target lower than usual and probably scared 

my RIO. I don’t remember how many runs we 

made – I do remember that it was intense” 

After Fox Johnsons’ flight was “Winchester” (all 

ordnance expended) the flight lit afterburners 

climbing out of the area. They first 

rendezvoused with a tanker and then headed 

back to Chu Lai. Sandy didn’t give them any 

immediate BDA (damage assessment) but they 

later learned that right after their strike the 

Jolly’s were green-lighted to go in” 

Sandy now had to mask the rescue scene from 

enemy fire. He quickly prepared for the ingress 

of the Captain Kinsinger’s Super Jolly by 

dropping special CBUs of WP smoke and/or 

CS gas near the survivors. Wind direction and 

speed dictated where to lay it. CS gas, 

nicknamed “Sawdust” is a potent version of 

tear gas that incapacitates unprotected people 

causing tearing in the eyes and vomiting. 

Captain Kinsinger: 

“Sandy guided us over ridges and down valleys 

at about 30 to 50 feet above the trees. Neither 

of us knew where we were or where we were 

going. At that point we depended 100% on 

Sandy. Finally, he said to turn right and go over 

the ridge on our right and we would be pointed 

straight at the survivors. 

As we came over the ridge, we saw that the 

whole area was covered in fire and smoke like 

a scene out of Hell. It was quite heartening to 

us. Also, a 23mm or 37mm fired a string of 

tracers in our general direction. I think that he 

was shooting at a Sandy and not us. 

Somebody promptly dropped a WP bomb on 

him which pretty much took care of things. 

There was a wide corridor with smoke and/or 

gas on each side. We went down the middle on 

the deck at about 140 Knots. Really fast for us 

but really slow to most of the fixed wing. At one 

point we seemed to be getting ground fire on 

our left and I told Sandy about it. I then heard 

one of the Sandy's say he was coming up on 

our left side. He went past not much higher 

than us and laid down CBU's. I told Sandy that 

we had the survivors in sight. Gary brought us 

to a hover on the top of them. FYI, in the hover 

the pilot could no longer see the survivors and 

was guided into position by the flight engineer 

who was manning the hoist. The commands 

were what direction to move or to hold your 

hover. What I heard this day was as follows: " 

Move forward--Hold your hover--Penetrator 

going down--Hold your hover--Penetrator on 

the ground--Hold your hover--Survivors on the 

Penetrator and coming up--Hold your hover-- 

Survivors in the aircraft--Let's go. As I 

previously mentioned, Captain Sanderson was 

an excellent helicopter pilot. 

I advised Sandy that we had the survivors on 

board and to guide us out. I think the actual 

rescue took around 10 minutes thanks to Major 

Lewis. 

(Note: Major Lewis lifted Paul onto the 

penetrator and jumped on top of him – Paul 

passed out – the penetrator lifted both out 

together). 
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Major Rick Lewis in the “Jolly” minutes after his rescue 
 

We were guided out the same way but in a 

much more direct line and were climbing to 

meet our high bird. On the trip to NKP he gave 

us the once over and said we looked OK. I also 

took the photo of Major Lewis. As Sandy was 

leaving, I thanked him for everything they did 

and got a couple of (mic) clicks in return” 

“After landing we were met by a medical crew 

and ambulance that took Major Lewis and Lt 

Phillips took the hospital. They left before we 

finished shutting down, so we never got to 

meet them. I regret that if took 50 years to put 

a name with the photo. After a short debriefing 

and refueling we took off to RTB at Udorn. 

We landed and taxied to the "Valley" where we 

were met by a cheering crowd and the 

traditional hosing down. You got that honor on 

your first rescue and your last flight. Another 

debriefing and then off to the O Club. It should 

be noted that several F-4 squadron's at Udorn 

took pretty good care of us. Next day it was 

back to normal, but you had the memories that 

have lasted more than 50 years. I would like to 

express my deep gratitude to all the pilots 

flying the Sandy A-1's, the Nail FAC's and 

definitely to the pilots of the 'fast movers' that 

took out the enemy and made this rescue 

possible” 

The Rescuers - Leave No Man Behind 

The American military resolve that we “Leave 

No Man Behind” is not based on any tactical 

necessity to recover the wounded or missing. It 

is a dangerous task to those undertaking it, 

exposing themselves to ambush from an 

enemy who understands our cultural necessity 

to recover a comrade. 

More than half a century later the 58,000 

service men and women who gave their lives in 

Vietnam are now being joined by so many 

veterans who served there. Thousands of 

rescues took place during that time. Hundreds 

of the rescuers lost their lives in doing so. 

Rescue simply meant the gift of life, of living - it 

meant freedom. 

Men who served in squadrons with call signs 

such as Nail, Sandy, Jolly, King, Hillsboro, 

Playboy, Misty (too many to name) – were far 

from ordinary. They signed up to serve their 

country and went to war far from home. They 

responded every day, every hour, every time a 

man needed help regardless of the danger. 

The Marines of Playboy 16, Rick and Paul, 

were just two of thousands who were given the 

gift of life and years by those extraordinary 

men. 

Epilogue 
 

Paul Phillips, later promoted to Captain, 

recovered from his injuries. He left active duty 

to fly with Flying Tiger Line which became 

FEDEX. He passed away in 2020, 51 years 

from the date of his rescue 

Rick Lewis was awarded the Silver Star for his 

heroism during the rescue. He continued his 

career in the Marines retiring as LtCol. Sadly, 

he died in a sailplane accident in 2008, 39 

years after his rescue. 
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Robert “Fox” Johnson would fly 500 combat 

missions during two tours earning numerous 

awards including the DFC. Ultimately promoted 

to Colonel, he would command several Marine 

Aircraft groups during his 27-year USMC 

career. He passed away in 2020 at age 84. 
 

Captains Mike Kinsinger and Gary 

Sanderson were awarded the Distinguished 

Flying Cross for their actions on December 

28th, 1969. Mike left active duty in 1971 for a 

successful career in finance. He retired in 2001 

and lives in Carrollton, Texas. Captain 

Sanderson has since passed away. 

Larry Wood would fly 295 combat missions 

during his Vietnam tour of duty earning many 

awards. As a career Marine he rose to the rank 

of Colonel. He enjoys an active retirement in 

Oregon. 
 

Bob Franklin, later Captain, flew 274 combat 

missions, leaving active duty in 1972. He spent 

the next 40 years flying America’s servicemen 

and women to the world’s “Hot spots” as a 

Captain for World Airways.  
 

Herb Pounds, flew 220 combat missions as a 

Nail FAC, earning three Distinguished Flying 

Crosses. He left active duty after 5 years to 

pursue a career in law and banking. He lives in 

San Antonio where he continues to work at his 

private law practice. 
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Ron Russell earned many awards during his 

tour of duty, including the Distinguished Flying 

Cross. He made the Air Force a career, retiring 

as LtCol. After the military he had a successful 

career in the defense industry. He spends 

retirement between Nebraska and Florida. 

Authors note: Over fifty years ago I promised to write this 

story of ordinary men doing extraordinary things in time 

of war. Somehow life got in the way. When I recently 

learned of the passing of my friend, Paul Phillips, I knew 

I needed to make good on that old promise. Finding 

those who were there more than 50 years ago was not 

easy as many have passed on. This is their story and 

would not have been written without their help. 

-Bob Franklin 

robertwfranklin@comcast.net 


